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The Living Reef is a free form coral lagoon that wraps 200m
around the central building on Daydream Island and is home
to over 100 species of local marine life including fish, small

sharks, rays and other reef dwelling creatures. 

Up to 15m wide and containing 1.5m litres of fresh, filtered sea
water, this man made reef system offers a range of ways you

can get up close to our resident marine animals. The
Underwater Observatory takes you 4m under the surface and

showcases a large 7x3m window where you can watch the
marine life going about their day. The open learning

environment in the Education Centre has 8 living displays
showcasing various habitats from mangroves to corals as well

as an interactive touch pool.  

For booking information contact:
Tour Desk | 1800 888 288 | tourdesk@daydreamisland.com

daydreamisland.com
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Activities

Stingray Splash 
Take a splash in our shallow lagoon and feed our smaller rays their
lunch. Discover why stingrays are called the puppies of the sea. This
experience is both educational and truly unforgettable.

 Minimum age 6 years. Maximum 6 persons per tour

Guided Fish Feeding
Take a chance to get close and personal with some of the Living Reef
residents, including colourful fish, baby reef sharks and sea stars and
experience our Touch Pond. Then take a talk and tour of our new
Underwater Observatory. This hands on experience is a must do at
Daydream. 

Minimum age 4 years and must have accompanying paying adult. 3
years and under FOC with accompanying paying adult. Maximum 12
persons per tour.

Reef Rangers
Join our Marine Biologists as they take you through the restricted
areas of the lagoon for a hands-on exclusive look at our Living Reef
with time to experience our Touch Ponds. You will assist in the public
fish feeding show, as well as Stingray Splash and guided fish feeding.

 Minimum age 6 years

Living Reef Guided Snorkel
Join one of our Marine Biologists as they take you into our largest and
deepest lagoon for an immersive experience with rays, fish and
invertebrates. Learn about all things Great Barrier Reef in the clear
calm waters of Living Reef with a passionate and knowledgeable
guide. .

 Minimum age 10 years. Must be competent swimmer

$50pp

$50pp

$180 Family (2 Adults
and 2 children up to

12 years)

$100pp

$130pp


